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Advantages and Limitations of Reservoir Computing on Model
Learning for Robot Control
Athanasios S. Polydoros, Lazaros Nalpantidis and Volker Krüger
Abstract— In certain cases analytical derivation of physicsbased models of robots is difficult or even impossible. A potential workaround is the approximation of robot models from
sensor data-streams employing machine learning approaches.
In this paper, the inverse dynamics models are learned by
employing a learning algorithm, introduced in [1], which is
based on reservoir computing in conjunction with self-organized
learning and Bayesian inference. The algorithm is evaluated
and compared to other state of the art algorithms in terms
of generalization ability, convergence and adaptability using
five datasets gathered from four robots in order to investigate
its pros and cons. Results show that the proposed algorithm
can adapt in real-time changes of the inverse dynamics model
significantly better than the other state of the art algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of models for the representation of robots’ embodiment and their interaction with the environment is common
in the field of intelligent robotics for action control and
prediction [2]. Models can be derived analytically based
on the physics and structure of the robot. However, such
methods can not cope with changes of the robot structure and
dynamic environments. Furthermore, analytical computation
of models, especially on low-cost manipulators with elastic
actuators, is too difficult or even impossible.
In order to overcome such problems towards the development of adaptive and cognitive robots, models should instead
be learned online using streams of sensory data. Model
learning can be generally defined as a process where an agent
can infer the characteristics of its structure and environment.
Thus, data-based model learning algorithms have become
popular for being able to accurately model complex robotic
systems. Most of the existing approaches can be classified in
three classes: Direct Modeling, Indirect Modeling and Distal
Teacher Learning [2].
We deal with this problem—learning robot models in realtime through data-streams—by introducing a novel machine
learning algorithm, dubbed Principal-Components Echo State
Network (PC-ESN). The presented algorithm can be applied
within a Direct Modeling scheme, as diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 1 for learning robot control. A forward model is
learned using observed inputs and outputs as training signals,
while a feed-back controller is employed for compensating
errors.
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Fig. 1. A direct model for learning inverse dynamics using the proposed
algorithm. The desired joints’ positions, velocities and accelerations are fed
into the algorithm, which provides an estimation of the required torques.
Those torques are corrected by the feed-back controller’s signal. The feedback torques are a linear combination of the actual position and velocity of
the manipulator, weighted by error constants. The sensors’ measurements
that derive from the applied torques are used as training signal of the
algorithm [1].

As thoroughly presented in [1], the structure of the network consists of four layers: the input, the output, and
two hidden layers—a self-organized and a recursive reservoir. The self-organized layer decorrelates the inputs by
approximating their principal components using Generalized
Hebbian Learning (GHL). The reservoir projects the uncorrelated inputs to high dimensional space and provides a
fading memory. The Bayesian linear regression is recursively
applied as learning rule for updating the connections between
the reservoir and output layer. We argue that the algorithm
belongs to the class of deep learning methods since it models
a desired mapping using a large set of non-linear transformations of the input data [3] Also, the recursive reservoir is
considered to be a deep neural network because, if folded
out in time, it corresponds to a feed-forward network with
indefinite number of layers [4].
The main contribution of this work is to present the advantages and limitations of reservoir computing as a solution
to the robot model learning problem. For this purpose we use
the results derived in [1] since it is, to the best of the authors
knowledge, the first pure reservoir computing algorithm
proposed for real-time robot model learning. Our approach
extents the applicability of model learning methods to noisy
data, obtained by robots without accurate force/torque sensors. Furthermore, our approach can quickly converge to
new situations generating the appropriate control signals, due
to the fading memory of the reservoir. Thus, it is able to
adapt to changes of the environment (e.g. handling different
objects, or picking and releasing objects) or the robot itself
(e.g. due to mechanical wear). Contrary to other popular
machine learning methods, such as kernel-based methods,
the presented approach does not require an a priori selection

of kernel or hyperparameter optimization. What makes the
proposed algorithm particularly appealing for real-time robot
control is that its complexity is independent of the number of
training samples, since they are not retained but rather used
to recursively update it. Thus, a minimum update frequency
of the model, during operation, can be guaranteed. Finally, as
an additional contribution, we make publicly available three
new datasets for inverse dynamics model learning, captured
from two industrial robots.
II. S TATE OF THE ART
A benchmark problem in model learning is the modeling of robotic manipulators inverse dynamics. The inverse
dynamics problem involves the computation of the required
joints’ torques in order to achieve a desired motion (position,
velocity, acceleration). The inverse dynamics relationship can
be expressed as:
M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + G(q) = τ

(1)

where q, q̇ and q̈ are the joints’ angular position, velocity
and acceleration respectively. M is the inertia matrix, C the
centripetal and Coriolis torques. Finally, G is the effect of
the gravity at the system and τ is the vector of the applied
torque command. The disadvantage of such a physics-based
model is that parameters, like friction and moments of inertia,
are hard to get defined [5]. Two main approaches have
been proposed for the derivation of these parameters—the
dynamic parameter identification [6] and adaptive control [7].
The derivation of the physics-based dynamics model of (1)
is based on assumptions regarding the structure of the robotic
manipulator and the type of its joint. Those assumptions
do not necessarily hold in the case of light-weight and
compliant manipulators. Thus, the necessity of data-driven
model learning of the inverse dynamics mapping becomes
prominent. In this case, the machine learning algorithm has
to approximate a function f (·) such that:
f (q, q̇, q̈) + ε = τ

(2)

where ε is the noise of the manipulator’s system. Thus, the
approximation of the inverse dynamics mapping provided by
(2) corresponds to a regression problem, which can be solved
by a large variety of machine learning algorithms [8]–[15].
Their common characteristic is that they are nonparametric.
In this paper, we focus on real-time algorithms that are developed for sequential torque estimation and model adaptation.
Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR), introduced in [8], is a local model which approximates nonlinear mappings in high-dimensional space. Its computational
complexity depends linearly on the amount of the training
instances. The algorithm copes with the curse of dimensionality by performing a projection regression. A drawback
of this approach is the large number of free parameters
which are hard to optimize. Furthermore, the authors in [13]
introduced prior knowledge in LWPR in order to increase
the algorithm’s generalization ability.
A large portion of the literature is focused on employing
kernel-based methods for the estimation of the inverse dy-

namics mapping by employing approaches, such as Gaussian
Process Regression (GPR) and Support Vector Regression
(SVR).
Local Gaussian Process (LGP), introduced in [11], handles
the problem of real-time learning by building local models
on similar inputs, based on a distance metric and uses
the Cholesky decomposition for incrementally updating the
kernel matrix.
In [15] the authors propose a real-time algorithm, dubbed
SSGPR, which incrementally updates the model using GPR
as learning method. The model is capable of learning nonlinear mappings by using random features mapping for kernel approximation whose hyperparameters are automatically
updated.
A hybrid algorithm that combines both reservoir computing and GPR is presented in [12]. The search space is
reduced by employing an online goal babbling method. The
manipulator’s state is represented by a recurrent Echo State
network, and this state is used as input to the Local GPR
algorithm.
In this paper, we use a pure reservoir computing algorithm,
as presented in [1], in order to identify its potential compared
to other state of the art methods. Contrary to the described
kernel-based methods [11], [15], in the reservoir computing
algorithm there is no need for kernel selection and hyperparameter optimization. Furthermore, its complexity does not
depend on the amount of the training instances, due to the
recursive updating rule. Thus, the data-stream is not kept
in memory, like in [8], [11], [12]. Also, the learning rule
depends only on two parameters, which control the fit of the
model on the training data. This attribute makes fine-tuning
easier compared to methods with many free parameters
such as [8]. Finally, the proposed method is adaptive to
changes of the inverse dynamics mapping that occur when
the manipulator handles various loads.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
The illustration of the deep neural network’s structure
is presented in Fig. 2. The connections between the input
and the self-organized layer are feed-forward and they are
updated based on the GHL rule. The self-organized layer
is directly connected to the output layer and the reservoir,
which consists of a large number of fully interconnected
neurons. The connections between the reservoir neurons and
the outputs’ feed-back connections are constant and derived
so as to ensure the Echo-State property of the reservoir. The
connections towards the output layer are updated by applying
Bayesian Linear Regression. A more detailed presentation of
the applied learning algorithm can be found in [1].
A. The self-organized layer
The values of the nodes in the self-organized layer depend
on the values of the inputs and of the weights. In the case
of inverse dynamics modeling, the inputs are the position,
velocity and acceleration of each joint. Thus, the nodes’
values s of the self-organized layer are calculated as:
st+1 = g(Win ut )

(3)

Fig. 2. Structure of the deep neural network. Nodes correspond to neurons
and arcs to weights that describe cause-effect relationships between neurons.
Solid arcs represent constant weights, contrary to doted arcs that change
according to a learning rule. Rectangles represent the bias on the reservoir
and output layer.

where Win is the inputs’ weights matrix whose value in
entry (s, k) is the weight from the input node k to the selforganized node s and g(·) is the neurons’ activation function,
the hyperbolic tangent. The inputs are represented by the
column vector u and the neurons of the self-organized layer
by the column vector s.
The GHL is an unsupervised learning rule [16] and it
is used for the adaptation of the inputs’ weights Win as
presented in 4. This learning rule is a generalization of Oja’s
rule, belongs to the family of Hebbian Learning algorithms.


∆Win = ηt (usT − LT ssT Win )

(4)

Thus, GHL yields the entire set of the eigenvectors for a
processed data-stream. The operator LT [·] converts a matrix
to lower-triangular and η is the learning step. If the learning
rate decreases after each time-step and for infinite timesteps, the rows of an initially random inputs’ weights matrix
Win , would correspond to the eigenvectors of the inputs’
covariance matrix. Furthermore, the GHL rule assumes that
the inputs are centered, therefore the inputs’ mean value is
updated at each time step and subtracted from the input vector. Since the data-stream consists of high-frequency samples
of the manipulator’s position, velocity and acceleration, the
inputs of the algorithm can be significantly correlated. Using
such a transformation, the inputs get uncorrelated which
results to a better prediction accuracy.
B. The Reservoir
The uncorrelated inputs are fed to the second hidden layer,
a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). This type of network is
selected, instead of a feedforward network, because RNNs
can approximate dynamical systems [17]. Furthermore, due
to the recurrent connections their state represents the history
of the inputs, thus they have a dynamic memory. Those
characteristics make them powerful tools for time-series prediction and therefore can be applied on real-time dynamics
approximation.
Despite their advantages, the application of RNNs, as
machine learning tools, was limited because of the computational expensive, gradient-based, update rules. The difficulty

of training rises from the recurrent connections between
the nodes of the network. Thus, in order to apply training
rules such as back-propagation, which is widely used in
feedforward networks, the recurrences have to be unfold
through time.
This drawback is solved by introducing the dynamic
reservoir. A reservoir is a large set of recurrently connected
nodes. The connections are fixed, except those from the
reservoir towards the output layer (readout connections). The
reservoir has two main functions, it expands the uncorrelated
signal s non-linearly to a high-dimensional space and it
preserves a memory of that signal. The values of the fixed
weights Wres , that interconnect the reservoir nodes, are set
by following the procedure described in Algorithm 1. This
procedure yields a reservoir consisting of nodes with the
Echo Sate property [18] regardless how the other, also fixed,
weights are set.
The Echo State property has as result that the state r of the
reservoir is unique for each different input sequence s0→T .
This fact, in conjunction with the short term memory embedded in the state of the reservoir and the fixed connections,
makes this type of reservoir appropriate for real-time model
learning.
The global parameters for setting the Echo State reservoir
are the sparsity, the number of nodes and the spectral radius.
A large number of reservoir nodes is recommended if there
are not enough available training instances [19]. However,
this is not the case in model learning of manipulator inverse
dynamics, since the inputs can be sampled with frequencies
up to 1 KHz. Thus, a good approximation of the inverse
dynamics can be achieved with a relatively small number of
reservoir nodes.
The sparsity of the reservoir affects the computational time
and slightly the performance. The spectral radius α should
be less than 1 in order to ensure the Echo State property
for any input. Its value depends on the relation between the
history of the inputs s and the target value u. Large values
of the spectral radius are recommended when the history of
the data-stream is significant for the derivation of torques;
otherwise, small values are preferable. Thus, for modeling
the inverse dynamics, small spectral radius is preferred.
In the proposed model, the values of the reservoir nodes
are updated according to:

rt+1 = g Wres rt + Wself st+1 + Wf b ot
(5)
where rt+1 is the state of the reservoir at time step t + 1,
Wself is the weights matrix connecting the nodes of the selforganized layer with the reservoir, Wres are the connections
between the nodes of the reservoir and Wf b the feed-back
connections from the output ot to the reservoir nodes.
The values of the output layer’s nodes are a linear combination of the nodes connected with them and are calculated
as follows:
ot+1 = Wout rt+1 + Wdir st+1
Where W

out

(6)

are the weights from the reservoir to the output

and Wdir the weights from the self-organized layer to the
output.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for creating the reservoir weights
matrix
Input: W0 random sparse matrix, wij ∼ U (−1, 1)
Input: desired spectral radius : α < 1
Output: Matrix Wres with the Echo-State Property
1
W1 ⇐ λmax
W0
Wres ⇐ αW1

. λmax largest absolute eigenvalue of W0
. Wres has now spectral radius α

TABLE I
D ESCRIPTION OF THE DATASETS USED FOR EVALUATION
(DATASETS MARKED WITH P ARE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE , WHILE
DATASETS WITH N ARE NEW SELF - RECORDED ONES )
Dataset

Samples

Training

Testing

Motion Type

DoF

SarcosP
BarrettP
BaxterRandN
BaxterRepeatN
UR10N

19122
18572
20000
8918
12352

13622
13572
15000
6000
N/A

5500
5000
5000
2918
N/A

Rhythmic
Rhythmic
Random
Rhythmic
Pick&Place

7
7
7
7
6

The derivation of the required weights corresponds to a linear regression problem, thus the weights Wout and Wdir are
updated by applying Bayesian linear regression. For notation
simplicity, all the weights to the output are concatenated in a
single matrix Wtrain and their corresponding nodes values
to the vector c. As a result, (6) can be written as:

are connected to the output. Therefore, in order to reduce
the complexity, a Cholesky decomposition can be applied
on the covariance matrix V for calculating its rank update
and inverse.

ot+1 = Wtrain ct+1

We evaluated our proposed algorithm and compared it
against three state of the art real-time learning algorithms,
namely the LWPR, LGP and SSGPR, presented in [8],
[11] and [15] respectively. The evaluation and comparison
was performed using five different—both publicly available
and self-recorded—datasets of four robots. Each of these
datasets consist of tuples of position, velocity, acceleration,
and applied torque values for all joints at each time step.
More details about the datasets can be found in Table I.
The datasets of the Sarcos and Barret robots are publicly
available [11] and correspond to rhythmic, repetitive movements. Beyond these datasets, typically used in the relevant
literature, we have captured and tested three new datasets on
two low-cost industrial robots. The two Baxter robot datasets
were generated by sampling (at 120 Hz sampling frequency)
a random and a rhythmic, movement respectively. The UR10
dataset consists of samples obtained from a Universal Robots
UR10 robot during a pick-and-place manipulation task of a
4 Kg object with a sampling frequency of 120 Hz1 .
The components that affect the prediction performance of
the proposed deep network are the self-organized layer and
the size of the reservoir. In Fig. 3 is illustrated the impact of
the self-organized layer on the model’s accuracy. It becomes
clear that the decorrelation of the inputs, performed in the
first hidden layer, results in much better torques’ estimation
compared to a structure with only the reservoir layer.
The most important parameter of the proposed deep neural
network is the size of the reservoir because it affects both
the approximation performance and the computational load.
Thus, an appropriate trade-off between the reservoir’s size
and the approximation error has to be derived. Fig. 4 shows
the normalized Mean Square Error (nMSE) obtained for
various sizes of the reservoir in three datasets. Based on
these results, it can be deduced that using a reservoir with
600 nodes provides a reasonable trade-off, since neither the
mean, nor the deviation of the nMSE change significantly
when more nodes are considered.

(7)

C. Recursive Bayesian Linear Regression
The employed learning rule has to optimize the weights
Wtrain so that the output of the algorithm, o, approximates
the output of function f (·) in (2). In order to keep the
notation simple, the presentation of the learning rule is
confined in the case of a single joint but can be easily
generalized for all the manipulator’s joints. Thus, the weights
towards the output node o are represented as a row vector
wtrain = wo1 wo2 · · · woN wbias . The inverse
dynamics model of a single joint at time step t can be
rewritten as:
wttrain ct + ε = τt

(8)

The regression problem in (8) can be solved using methods such as ordinary least squares estimation and ridge
regression. Applying the Bayesian approach to this problem,
a probability distribution over the regression coefficients
p wttrain |D is derived instead of a simple point estimation.
By assuming Gaussian likelihood and prior distributions,
and applying the Bayesian rule on linear Gaussian systems,
then the posterior is also a Gaussian distribution with mean
train
wt+1
and covariance matrix Vt+1 which are recursively
derived from (9) and (10) respectively by setting the initial
weights w0 to a zero vector and V0 = φ2 I .
1
Vt+1 ct τt
σ2
−1

1
−1
T
= Vt−1 + 2 ct ct
σ

−1
train
wt+1
= Vt+1 Vt−1
wt +

Vt+1

(9)
(10)

Thus, at each time step the weights’ covariance matrix
is updated based on the nodes’ values that are connected
with the output node. Since the Bayesian rule is applied
recursively, the weights’ posterior distribution at time step
t is used as prior distribution at time step t + 1. From
(9) and (10) is clear that the algorithm’s computational
complexity for training depends on the number of nodes that

IV. E VALUATION R ESULTS

1 As part of this work, we have made publicly available our three new
datasets at: https://bitbucket.org/athapoly/datasets

(a) Barrett

Fig. 3. Impact of including (or not) the self-organized layer in the proposed
model. The prediction error (nMSE) was evaluated on the BaxterRand
dataset. Blue bars (ESN) correspond to a network with only a reservoir
layer, consisting of 100 nodes, while red bars (PC-ESN) corresponds to the
proposed structure.

(b) BaxterRepeat
Fig. 6. Estimation error on Barrett and BaxterRepeat dataset. Only one
joint is plotted for clarity of presentation. The models were updated on-thefly; the torques were estimated for a given input and then the models were
updated using the target value of the torque.

Barrett and BaxterRepeat datasets. In both cases the proposed
PC-ESN converged faster that LWPR and LGP, while SSGPR
demonstrated the best performance.
Fig. 4. Impact of the reservoir size on the error of torques’ estimation for
the proposed algorithm. The presented nMSE results are averaged over all
joints, while the error bars indicate the standard deviations.

The generalization ability of the proposed PC-ESN algorithm was evaluated by assessing the estimation accuracy of
the desired torques obtained on novel data using a trained
model. In Fig. 5 the proposed algorithm was compared to
the three other state of the art algorithms, on the Sarcos
dataset. The results exhibit that the generalization ability of
PC-ESN is comparable to that of the other algorithms.
We further evaluated and compared the convergence of the
algorithms. This exhibits how fast the algorithms can learn
the inverse dynamics model. The comparison results, shown
in Fig. 6, were obtained using all the samples contained in the

Fig. 5. Evaluation of generalization ability. All algorithms were trained with
the Sarcos training set. The illustrated error corresponds to the estimated
torques on the testing set. LWPR and LGP results are taken from [11].

A further set of experiments investigated the ability of
the algorithms to adapt to changes of the inverse dynamics
model. Such changes can occur during object manipulation.
Data from a non-compliant robot were used because such
robots adapt the applied torques in order to compensate
external loads. Thus, the adaptability is evaluated on samples
collected from the non-compliant UR10 robot during a
pick and place operation. The dataset is extremely noisy
because UR10 is not equipped with torque sensors; the
torques are rather approximated based on the motors’ current
measurements. The results, illustrated in Fig. 7, show that the
proposed algorithm is more stable than LWPR and SSGPR
and similar to the LGP, while always producing the smallest
error of them all.
The final set of experiments investigated the appropriateness of PC-ESN for real-time learning. All 8918 samples of
the BaxterRepeat dataset were considered and we calculated
the mean time and standard deviation, as measured on an
Intel core i7 @ 2.4 Ghz processor with 12 GB of RAM. In
Table II the times required specifically for training, prediction
and hyperparameters optimization are presented for all four
considered algorithms. Even though PC-ESN is slower than
the other algorithms in training, it exhibits a very small standard deviation of measured execution times. This is because
its complexity depends only on the size of the reservoir.
The prediction time is less than 0.6 msec which allows the
real-time control of a manipulator. Another advantage of the
proposed algorithm is that no hyperparameter optimization
procedure is required. As a result, our algorithm can be used
for real-time model learning.

TABLE II
M EAN TIME ( MSEC ) AND STANDARD DEVIATION ( MSEC ) FOR TRAINING ,
PREDICTION AND HYPERPARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

Algorithm

Training

Prediction

Optimization

LWPR
LGP
SSGPR
PC-ESN

5.73 ± 0.55
11.10 ± 6.43
0.36 ± 0.02
30.38 ± 0.05

5.7 ± 0.31
5.44 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.01
0.56 ± 0.04

Not Required
36 520 ± 850
274 170 ± 30 230
Not Required

with the presented performance, imply that the proposed
algorithm is applicable for online learning of the inverse
dynamics on real robotic manipulators.
As future work, we intend to extend the application
of the proposed PC-ESN algorithm on a real compliant
robotic manipulator using a direct model approach for online
learning. We expect that such an implementation will be able
to perform various manipulation tasks.
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Fig. 7. Torque estimation error on a single joint of the UR10 dataset.
Large error fluctuations are caused because of low adaptability.
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